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Abstract

Categories and Subject Descriptors C.4 [Performance of
Systems]: Modeling techniques, measurement techniques;
D.4.8 [Operating Systems]: Performance – Modeling and
prediction, measurements, operational analysis

Virtualization technology has been widely adopted by largescale cloud computing platforms. These virtualized systems
employ distributed resource management (DRM) to achieve
high resource utilization and energy savings by dynamically migrating and consolidating virtual machines. DRM
schemes usually use operating-system-level metrics, such as
CPU utilization, memory capacity demand and I/O utilization, to detect and balance resource contention. However,
they are oblivious to microarchitecture-level resource interference (e.g., memory bandwidth contention between different VMs running on a host), which is currently not exposed
to the operating system.
We observe that the lack of visibility into
microarchitecture-level resource interference significantly
impacts the performance of virtualized systems. Motivated
by this observation, we propose a novel architectureaware DRM scheme (A-DRM), that takes into account
microarchitecture-level resource interference when making
migration decisions in a virtualized cluster. A-DRM makes
use of three core techniques: 1) a profiler to monitor the
microarchitecture-level resource usage behavior online for
each physical host, 2) a memory bandwidth interference
model to assess the interference degree among virtual machines on a host, and 3) a cost-benefit analysis to determine
a candidate virtual machine and a host for migration.
Real system experiments on thirty randomly selected
combinations of applications from the CPU2006, PARSEC,
STREAM, NAS Parallel Benchmark suites in a four-host
virtualized cluster show that A-DRM can improve performance by up to 26.55%, with an average of 9.67%, compared to traditional DRM schemes that lack visibility into
microarchitecture-level resource utilization and contention.

Keywords virtualization; microarchitecture; live migration; performance counters; resource management

1.

Introduction

Server virtualization and workload consolidation enable
multiple workloads to share a single physical server, resulting in significant energy savings and utilization improvements. In addition to improved efficiency, virtualization drastically reduces operational costs through automated
management of the distributed physical resources. Due to
these attractive benefits, many enterprises, hosting providers,
and cloud vendors have shifted to a virtualization-based
model for running applications and providing various services (e.g., Amazon EC2 [2], Windows Azure [1]).
A key feature of virtualization platforms is the ability
to move a virtual machine (VM) between physical hosts.
This feature enables the migration of VMs to the appropriate physical hosts such that overall cluster efficiency is improved and resource utilization hot-spots are eliminated [15,
35, 43, 53]. In order to derive efficiency benefits from virtualization, the distributed resources should be managed effectively using an automated Distributed Resource Management (DRM) scheme. Such a scheme employs the VM migration feature judiciously to migrate VMs to the appropriate physical hosts such that VMs do not interfere with each
other or significantly degrade each other’s performance.
Many current DRM schemes [23, 27–31, 34, 56, 70,
72], including commercial products [31], manage VMs
based solely on operating-system-level metrics, such as
CPU utilization, memory capacity demand and I/O utilization. Such schemes do not consider interference at
the microarchitecture-level resources such as the shared
last level cache capacity and memory bandwidth. In this
work, we observe that operating-system-level metrics like
CPU utilization and memory capacity demand that are
often used to determine which VMs should be migrated
to which physical hosts cannot accurately characterize a
workload’s microarchitecture-level shared resource inter-
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and improve the memory bandwidth utilization by 17% on
average (up to 36%), compared to a state-of-the-art DRM
scheme [34] that does not take into account microarchitecturelevel interference.
This paper makes the following contributions:

ference behavior. We observe that VMs may exhibit similar CPU utilization and memory capacity demand but very
different memory bandwidth usage. Hence, DRM schemes
that operate solely based on operating-system-level metrics could make migration decisions that leave the underlying microarchitecture-level interference unsolved or make it
worse, leading to more interference at the microarchitecturelevel and thus degrade the overall performance.
Some VM scheduling approaches (e.g., [75]) attempt to
account for microarchitecture-level interference offline by
employing a profiling phase to build a workload interference
matrix that captures the interference characteristics when
different pairs of applications are co-run. They then build
constraints into the DRM scheme to forbid the co-location
of workloads that heavily interfere with each other. We observe that such an offline profiling approach to incorporate
microarchitecture-level interference into VM management
at a cluster level has two major drawbacks. First, obtaining
an interference matrix through profiling might not be feasible in all scenarios. For instance, it is not feasible for hosting
providers and cloud vendors such as Amazon EC2 [2] and
Microsoft Azure [1] to profile jobs from all users in advance,
since it would incur prohibitive overhead to do so. Second,
even if workloads can be profiled offline, due to workload
phase changes and changing inputs, interference characteristics could change over execution. Hence, the interference
matrix compiled from offline profiling might not accurately
capture interference behavior during runtime.
Our goal, in this work, is to design a DRM scheme
that takes into account interference between VMs at the
microarchitecture-level shared resources, thereby improving overall system performance. To this end, we propose an architecture-aware DRM scheme, A-DRM. A-DRM
takes into account two main sources of interference at the
microarchitecture-level, 1) shared last level cache capacity
and 2) memory bandwidth by monitoring three microarchitectural metrics: last level cache miss rate, memory bandwidth consumption and average memory latency. Specifically, A-DRM monitors the memory bandwidth utilization
at each host. When the memory bandwidth utilization at a
host exceeds a threshold, the host is identified as contended.
Once such contention has been identified, the next key step
is to identify which VMs should be migrated and to which
hosts. In order to identify this, A-DRM performs a costbenefit analysis to determine by how much each potential
destination host’s performance would be impacted if each
VM on the contended host were migrated to it. Specifically,
the cost-benefit analysis first estimates the increase in the
last level cache miss rate at each potential destination host if
each VM on the contended host were moved to it and then
uses this miss rate increase to quantify the performance impact on the destination host.
We implement A-DRM on KVM 3.13.5-202 and QEMU
1.6.2, and perform comprehensive evaluations using a fourhost cluster with various real workloads. Our experimental results show that A-DRM can improve the performance
of a cluster by up to 26.55% with an average of 9.67%,

• We show that many real workloads exhibit differ-

ent memory bandwidth and/or LLC usage behavior even though they have similar CPU utilization
and memory capacity demand. Therefore, for effective distributed resource management, we need to consider not only operating-system-level metrics but also
microarchitecture-level resource interference.
• We propose a model to assess the impact of interference

on a host and perform a cost-benefit analysis to measure
the impact of migrating every VM from a contended
source host to a destination host.
• We propose A-DRM, which to our best knowledge, is the

first DRM scheme that takes into account the characteristics of microarchitecture-level interference in making
VM migration decisions, thereby mitigating interference
and improving overall system (cluster) performance.
• We implement and evaluate our proposal on real hard-

ware using diverse workloads, demonstrating significant
performance improvements.
• We discuss several practical challenges that we encounter

when implementing our A-DRM scheme, such as the
effect of socket migration and the interconnection traffic.

2.

Background and Motivation

In this section, we provide background on the main sources
of microarchitecture-level interference. We then discuss the
limitations of current DRM schemes that perform VM management using only operating-system-level metrics such as
CPU utilization and memory capacity demand.
2.1

Microarchitecture-level Interference

The shared last level cache (LLC) capacity and main memory bandwidth are two major resources that are heavily contended between VMs sharing a machine [41, 42, 50, 51,
63]. Applications/VMs evict each other’s data from the last
level cache, causing an increase in memory access latency,
thereby resulting in performance degradation [57, 58, 61].
Applications’/VMs’ requests also contend at the different
components of main memory, such as channels, ranks and
banks, resulting in performance degradation [39, 41, 42, 47,
50, 51, 63, 64]. Different applications have different sensitivity to cache capacity and memory bandwidth [57, 63]. An
application/VM’s performance degradation depends on the
application/VM’s sensitivity to shared resources and the corunning applications/VMs [20, 63].
Today’s servers typically employ a Non-Uniform Memory Access (NUMA) architecture, which has multiple sockets that are connected via interconnect links (e.g. QPI [33]).
Several previous works propose to mitigate interference by
migrating VMs across sockets such that applications/VMs
2
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major drawbacks to such an approach. First, it might not
always be feasible to profile applications. For instance, in
a cloud service such as Amazon EC2 [2] where VMs are
leased to any user, it is not feasible to profile applications
offline. Second, even when workloads can be profiled offline, due to workload phase changes and changing inputs,
the interference characteristics might be different compared
to when the offline profiling was performed. Hence, such an
offline profiling approach has limited applicability.

that do not contend for the same shared resource are mapped
to the same socket [12, 45, 60]. Our focus, in this work, is
not on a single server, but on a cluster of servers. We explore VM migration across nodes, which is complementary
to migrating applications/VMs across sockets.
2.2

Limitations of Traditional DRM Schemes

To address the VM-to-Host mapping challenge, prior
works [23, 27–31, 34, 56, 72] have proposed to manage
the physical resources by monitoring operating-system-level
metrics (such as CPU utilization, memory capacity demand)
and appropriately mapping VMs to hosts such that the utilization of CPU/memory resources is balanced across different hosts. While these schemes have been shown to be effective at CPU/memory resource scheduling and load balancing, they have a fundamental limitation – they are not aware
of the microarchitecture-level shared resource interference.
2.2.1

2.3

In this section, we demonstrate the shortcomings of DRM
schemes that are unaware of microarchitecture-level shared
resource interference with case studies. We pick two applications: gromacs from the SPEC CPU2006 benchmark
suite [6] and STREAM [7]. STREAM and gromacs have
very similar memory capacity demand, while having very
different memory bandwidth usage: STREAM has high
bandwidth demand, gromacs has low (more workload pairs
that have such characteristics can be found in Section 6.1).
We run seven copies (VMs) of STREAM on Host A and
seven copies (VMs) of gromacs on Host B (initially). Both
of the hosts are SuperMicro servers equipped with two Intel
Xeon L5630 processors running at 2.13GHz (detailed in
Section 5). Each VM is configured to have 1 vCPU and 2
GB memory.
Figure 1 shows the CPU utilization (CPU), total memory capacity demand of VMs over host memory capacity
(memory capacity utilization - MEM), and memory bandwidth utilization (MBW) of the hosts when a traditional
DRM scheme, which relies on CPU utilization and memory capacity demand, is employed. We see that although the
memory bandwidth on Host A is heavily contended (close
to achieving the practically possible peak bandwidth [21]),
the traditional DRM scheme does nothing (i.e., does not migrate VMs) since the CPU and memory capacity on Host A
and Host B are under-utilized and Host A and Host B have
similar CPU and memory capacity demands for all VMs.
Figure 2 shows the same information for the same two
hosts, Host A and Host B. However, we use a memorybandwidth-contention-aware DRM scheme to migrate three
VMs that consume the most memory bandwidth from Host
A to Host B at 300 seconds, 600 seconds and 900 seconds.
To keep the CPU resources from being oversubscribed, we
also migrate three VMs that have low memory bandwidth
requirements from Host B to Host A. We see that after the
three migrations, the memory bandwidth usage on Host A

Lack of Microarchitecture-level Shared Resource
Interference Awareness

Prior works, including commercial products, base migration
decisions on operating-system-level-metrics. However, such
metrics cannot capture the microarchitecture-level shared resource interference characteristics. Our real workload profiling results (detailed in Section 6.1) show that there are
many workloads, e.g., STREAM and gromacs, that exhibit
similar CPU utilization and demand for memory capacity,
but have very different memory bandwidth consumption.
Thus, when VMs exhibit similar CPU and memory capacity utilization and the host is not overcommitted (i.e., CPU
or memory is under-utilized), traditional DRM schemes that
are unaware of microarchitecture-level shared resource interference characteristics would not recognize a problem and
would let the current VM-to-host mapping continue. However, the physical host might, in reality, be experiencing
heavy contention at the microarchitecture-level shared resources such as shared cache and main memory.
2.2.2

The Impact of Interference Unawareness

Offline Profiling to Characterize Interference

Some previous works [31, 37, 75] seek to mitigate interference between applications/VMs at the microarchitecturelevel shared resources by defining constraints based on offline profiling of applications/VMs, such that applications
that contend with each other are not co-located. For instance,
in VMware DRS [31], rules can be defined for VM-to-VM
or VM-to-Host mappings. While such an approach based on
offline profiling could work in some scenarios, there are two
3

and Host B are balanced, compared to when employing the
traditional DRM scheme (Figure 1).
Figure 3 shows the performance comparison between the
traditional DRM and memory-bandwidth-contention-aware
schemes, measured in IPC (Instructions Per Cycle). We see
that the IPC of the VMs running STREAM increases dramatically (close to 2x in some cases). The harmonic mean of
the IPC across all VMs improves by 49.2%, compared to the
traditional DRM scheme. These results show that traditional
DRM schemes that base their migration decisions solely on
CPU utilization and memory capacity demand could leave
significant performance potential unharnessed.
Our goal, in this work, is to design a DRM scheme that
considers microarchitecture-level shared resource interference when making VM migration decisions such that interference is mitigated and resource utilization and performance are improved in a virtualized cluster.

3.

controller consists of four components: 1) A profiling engine that stores the data collected by the profiler. In order to
improve accuracy and robustness in profiling data, a sliding
window mechanism is used to calculate the moving average and smooth the profiled statistics. 2) An architectureaware interference detector is invoked at each scheduling
interval to detect microarchitecture-level shared resource
interference. It detects hosts whose memory bandwidth utilization is greater than a threshold and classifies such hosts
as contended. 3) Once such interference is detected, the
architecture-aware DRM policy is used to determine new
VM-to-Host mappings to mitigate the detected interference.
The architecture-aware DRM policy computes the increase
in LLC miss rates at each potential destination host, if each
VM on a contended host were to be moved to it. It uses these
miss rate increases to quantify the cost and benefit, in terms
of performance impact at the source and destination hosts
for every <contended host, VM, potential destination> tuple. This cost-benefit analysis is used to determine the best
VM-to-host mappings. 4) The migration engine is then invoked to achieve the new VM-to-Host mappings via VM
migration. These migrations could be configured to happen
automatically or with the approval of the administrator.

A-DRM: Design

In this section, we describe the design of A-DRM, our proposed distributed resource management scheme that incorporates awareness of microarchitecture-level shared resource interference.
3.1

3.2

Overview

The profiling engine stores the data collected by the profiler
to quantify LLC and memory bandwidth interference, such
as memory bandwidth consumption and LLC miss rate. The
list of the monitored performance events and how exactly
these are employed to quantify LLC and memory bandwidth
interference are described in Table 1 and Section 4.

Figure 4 presents an overview of A-DRM, which consists of
two components: a profiler deployed in each physical host
and a controller that is run on a dedicated server.
Controller

Hosts
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3.3

Architecture-aware Interference Detector

The architecture-aware interference detector detects the
microarchitecture-level shared resource interference at each
host. As we discussed in Section 2.1, the LLC capacity
and main memory bandwidth are two major sources of
microarchitecture-level shared resource interference. When
VMs contend for the limited LLC capacity available on a
host, they evict each other’s data from the LLC. This increases data accesses to main memory, thereby increasing
memory bandwidth consumption and interference. Furthermore, VMs’ requests also contend for the limited main memory bandwidth at different main memory components such
as channels, ranks and banks. Since the impact of both cache
capacity and memory bandwidth interference is an increase
in memory bandwidth utilization, the architecture-aware interference detector uses the memory bandwidth consumed
at each host to determine the degree of microarchitecturelevel shared resource interference. It computes the memory
bandwidth utilization at each host as

Migration Engine

Figure 4: Prototype implementation

The primary objective of the profiler is to monitor resource usage/demands and report them to the controller periodically (at the end of every profiling interval). The profiler consists of two main components: 1) a CPU and memory profiler, which interacts with the hypervisor to get the
CPU utilization and memory capacity demand of each VM
and 2) an architectural resource profiler that leverages the
hardware performance monitoring units (PMUs) to monitor
the last level cache (LLC) capacity and memory bandwidth
(MBW) usage of each VM. The architectural resource profiler also monitors the total memory bandwidth utilization
and the average DRAM read latency, at each socket, to be
used in detecting and managing interference.
The controller is the centerpiece of our distributed resource management framework. It is designed to detect
microarchitecture-level shared resource interference and
leverage this information to perform VM migration. The

M BWutil =

ConsumedM emoryBandwidth
.
P eakM emoryBandwidth

(1)

When the M BWutil at a host is greater than a threshold,
M BWT hreshold , we identify the host as experiencing interference at the microarchitecture-level shared resources. We
4

provide more details on how we measure memory bandwidth
in Section 4.1.
3.4

by the architecture-aware interference detector (MBWContendedHost in Algorithm 1 line 5), we aim to determine
a set of migrations that provides the most benefit, while
incurring the least cost. The Benefit (line 11) is an estimation of the improvement in performance if a VM were
migrated, for both the VM under consideration to be migrated (Benef itvm ) and the other non-migrated VMs at
the source host (Benef itsrc ). The Cost (line 12) is an estimation of the migration cost (Costmigration ) and degradation in performance at each potential destination host due to
the migration (Costdst ). We present detailed descriptions of
these costs and benefits in Section 4.2. We employ a nonaggressive migration scheme that i) only migrates the least
number of VMs to bring the host’s M BWutil under the
M BWT hreshold (line 6), and ii) does not migrate at all if
a good migration that has greater benefit than cost cannot
be identified (line 13). For each contended host, after we
determine a migration that provides the maximum benefit,
we will accordingly update the memory bandwidth demand
of the corresponding dst/src hosts by adding/subtracting
the VM’s bandwidth demand (line 21). The result of this
phase is a set of recommended migrations that seek to mitigate microarchitecture-level interference. While the recommended migrations from this phase tackle the problem of
microarchitecture-level shared resource interference, they do
not take into account CPU utilization and memory capacity
demand. This is done in the second phase.
The second phase, which is similar to traditional CPU
and memory demand based DRM, balances the CPU and
memory capacity utilization across all hosts, preventing
CPU/memory capacity from being overcommitted, while
keeping the cluster-wide memory bandwidth utilization balanced. Only after both phases are completed will the recommended migrations be committed to the migration engine.

Architecture-aware DRM policy

The architecture-aware DRM policy is at the core of our
controller and is invoked at the beginning of each scheduling
interval. In this section, we present the high level design
of our architecture-aware DRM policy. We provide more
implementation details in Algorithm 1 and Section 4.2. Our
DRM policy employs a two phase algorithm to determine an
alternate VM-to-host mapping that mitigates interference.
Algorithm 1 A-DRM’s memory bandwidth based VM migration algorithm
1: Input: Metrics (Snapshot of the measured metrics of entire cluster)
2: RecommendedM igrations ← null
3:
4: /* First phase: find a set of migrations to mitigate memory bandwidth
interference */
5: for each MBWContendedHost src in the cluster do
6:
while M BWutil of src > M BWT hreshold do
7:
M axBenef it ← 0
8:
BestM igration ← null
9:
for each VM v in src do
10:
for each host dst with M BWutil < M BWT hreshold do
11:
Benef it ← Benef itvm + Benef itsrc
12:
Cost ← Costmigration + Costdst
13:
if Benef it − Cost > M axBenef it then
14:
M axBenef it ← Benef it
15:
BestM igration ← migrate v from src to dst
16:
end if
17:
end for
18:
end for
19:
if BestM igration 6= null then
20:
RecommendedM igrations.add(BestM igration)
21:
Update M etrics to reflect BestM igration
22:
end if
23:
end while
24: end for
25:
26: /* Second phase: balance CPU and memory utilization */
27: for each CPU/MemoryCapacityContendedHost src in the cluster do
28:
while src still CPU or Memory Capacity contended do
29:
M inM BW Ratio ← 1 /* 0 ≤ Ratio ≤ 1 */
30:
BestM igration ← null
31:
for each VM v in src do
32:
for each host dst with CP Uutil < CP UT hreshold or
M EMutil < M EMT hreshold do
33:
M BW Ratio ← the MBW ratio on dst after migration
34:
if M BW Ratio < M inM BW Ratio then
35:
M inM BW Ratio ← M BW Ratio
36:
BestM igration ← migrate v from src to dst
37:
end if
38:
end for
39:
end for
40:
if BestM igration 6= null then
41:
RecommendedM igrations.add(BestM igration)
42:
Update M etrics to reflect BestM igration
43:
end if
44:
end while
45: end for
46: return RecommendedM igrations

3.5

Migration Engine

The migration engine performs the migrations generated
by the architecture-aware DRM policy. We design the migration engine to avoid unnecessary migrations. Specifically, our migration engine has the ability to identify dependencies among recommendations and eliminate avoidable migrations. For instance, if A-DRM issues two migrations V MA : HostX → HostY (migrate VM A from host
X to Y) and V MA : HostY → HostX (migrate VM A
from host Y to X)1 , the migration engine would not issue them, since the second migration nullifies the effect of
the first migration. Furthermore, if A-DRM issues two migrations V MA : HostX → HostY and V MA : HostY
→ HostZ , the migration engine will combine them into
one: V MA : HostX → HostZ , thereby improving the efficiency of migrations. After such dependencies have been
resolved/combined, the remaining recommended migrations
are executed.

In the first phase, we use a greedy hill-climbing technique to determine the best VM-to-host mapping with the
goal of mitigating microarchitecture-level shared resource
interference. For each host that is detected as contended

1 This

is possible because M etrics are continuously updated based on
recommended migrations. As a result, future recommended migrations may
contradict past recommended migrations.
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4.

A-DRM: Implementation

Table 1: Hardware Performance Events
Hardware Events

Description

OFFCORE RESPONSE
UNC QMC NORMAL READS
UNC QMC WRITES
UNC QMC OCCUPANCY
LLC MISSES
LLC REFERENCES
INSTRUCTION RETIRED
UNHALTED CORE CYCLES

Requests serviced by DRAM
Memory reads
Memory writes
Read request occupancy
Last level cache misses
Last level cache accesses
Retired instructions
Unhalted cycles

We prototype the proposed A-DRM on KVM 3.13.5-202 [43]
and QEMU 1.6.2 [5]. The host used in our infrastructure
is a NUMA system with two sockets (Section 5). We use
the Linux performance monitoring tool perf to access the
hardware performance counters, and the hardware performance events we use are listed in Table 1. To estimate the
CPU demand of a VM, we use the mechanism proposed
by [34]. The memory capacity metrics of a VM are obtained via libvirt [3]. We describe the details of our memory
bandwidth measurement scheme and cost-benefit analysis in
Sections 4.1 and 4.2 respectively.

of the other VMs on the source host due to reduced interference. To quantitatively estimate the costs and benefits, all
four types of costs/benefits are modeled as time overheads.

4.1

4.2.1

Memory Bandwidth Measurement in NUMA
Systems

VM migration incurs high cost since all of the VM’s pages
need to be iteratively scanned, tracked and transferred from
the host to the destination. A-DRM models the cost of VM
migration by estimating how long a VM would take to migrate. This cost depends mainly on the amount of memory
used by the VM, network speed and how actively the VM
modifies its pages during migration.
The VM migration approach used in A-DRM is a precopy-based live migration [15, 43, 53] with timeout support.
Initially, live migration (that does not suspend the operation of the VM) is employed. If the migration does not finish within a certain time (live migration timeout), A-DRM
switches to an offline migration approach, which suspends
the entire VM and completes the migration.
A-DRM calculates the time required for VM migration
(Costmigration in Algorithm 1) based on the VM’s current
active memory size, the dirty page generation rate and the
data transfer rate across the network.

In a NUMA system, the host contains several sockets
and each socket is attached to one or more DIMMs
(DRAM modules). For each socket, we measure the
memory bandwidth using hardware performance events
UNC QMC NORMAL READS and UNC QMC WRITES,
which includes any reads and writes to the attached DRAM
memory. Thus the bandwidth consumption of the socket can
calculated as
ConsumedM emoryBandwidth
=

64B × (UNC QMC NORMAL READS + UNC QMC WRITES)

P rof ilingInterval

since each of these reads and writes access 64 bytes of
data. This bandwidth consumption is used along with the
peak bandwidth to calculate memory bandwidth utilization
(M BWutil ), as shown in Equation 1. A host is identified as
experiencing contention for microarchitecture-level shared
resources only when all sockets on a host have M BWutil
greater than the M BWT hreshold . While it is possible that
only some of the sockets in a host could be contended, in a
NUMA system, such interference can usually be mitigated
by migrating VMs across sockets [12, 19, 45, 59, 60], which
is orthogonal to our proposal.
We also estimate the bandwidth for each VM using OFFCORE RESPONSE (in Table 1), which tracks the number of all requests from the corresponding VM to the
DRAM. The per-VM bandwidth metrics are correspondingly added/subtracted from the socket-level bandwidth utilization metrics to estimate the new memory bandwidth utilizations during the execution of Algorithm 1.
4.2

Cost: VM Migration

ActiveM emorySize
DataT ransf erRate − DirtyRate
Cost: Performance Degradation at dst

Costmigration =
4.2.2

By migrating a VM to a host, the VM would compete for
resources with other VMs on the destination host. The main
sources of contention at the destination host are the shared
LLC capacity and memory bandwidth. The VMs at the destination host would experience interference from the migrated
VM at these shared resources, thereby stalling for longer
times. The Stall cycles (Stall for short) indicates the latency
experienced by a VM from waiting for requests to the LLC
and DRAM, during the previous scheduling interval. It is
calculated as:
Stall = N umLLCHits ∗ LLCLatency +
N umDRAM Accesses ∗ AvgDRAM Latency

Cost-Benefit Analysis

The main objective of the cost-benefit analysis is to filter out
migrations that do not provide performance improvement or
that degrade performance. For a given migration tuple <src,
vm, dst>, indicating migration of vm from host src to host
dst the costs include: 1) the VM migration cost and 2) performance degradation at the destination host due to increased
interference. The benefits include: 1) performance improvement of the migrated VM and 2) performance improvement

We measure the N umLLCHits as the difference
between the performance events LLC REFERENCES and
LLC MISSES (in Table 1). We use a fixed LLCLatency
in our system [32]. We use the performance event OFFCORE RESPONSE to estimate N umDRAM Accesses.
We estimate the AvgDRAM Latency using performance
events
UNC QMC OCCUPANCY
and
6

UNC QMC NORMAL READS (in Table 1) as:
AvgDRAM Latency =

256KB private L2 cache, and each socket has a shared 12MB
L3 cache. Each socket is equipped with one 8GB DDR31066 DIMM. We disable turbo boost and hyper-threading to
maximize repeatability. The hypervisor is KVM. The OS is
Fedora release 20 with Linux kernel version 3.13.5-202. The
QEMU and libvirt versions are 1.6.2 and 1.1.3.5, respectively. Each virtual machine is configured to have 1 vCPU
and 2 GB memory.
Workloads. Our workloads are shown in Table 2. We use
applications from the SPEC CPU2006 [6], PARSEC [11],
NAS Parallel Benchmark [4] suites and the STREAM Benchmark [7, 47]. We also include two microbenchmarks: MemoryHog and CPUUtilization, which saturate the memory capacity and CPU resources, respectively. We first profile the
microarchitecture-level shared resource usage of each application by running it alone inside a VM and pinning the CPU
and memory to the same socket. We classify an application
as memory-intensive if its memory bandwidth consumption
is beyond 1 GB/s, and memory-non-intensive otherwise (details in Section 6.1). Except for the profiling experiments,
applications are iteratively run inside VMs.
Metrics. We use the harmonic mean of Instructions
Per Cycle (IPC) and weighted speedup [22, 62] to measure performance. We use the maximum slowdown metric [16, 41, 42, 69] to measure unfairness.
Comparison Points and Parameters. We compare ADRM to a traditional CPU and memory demand based DRM
policy [34] (Traditional DRM in short). We employ the same
methodology to estimate the CPU utilization and memory
capacity demand for A-DRM and Traditional DRM. When
the total demand of all the VMs is beyond the host’s capacity, it migrates the VMs to other under-utilized hosts. The
parameters used in our experiments are summarized below:

UNC QMC OCCUPANCY
UNC QMC NORMAL READS

For every migration tuple <src, vm, dst>, A-DRM uses a
simple linear model to estimate the new Stall of each VM on
the destination host after the migration, as a function of last
level cache misses per kilo cycles (MPKC), as follows:
M P KCdst + M P KCvm
, ∀i ∈ dst
M P KCdst
M P KCvm is the MPKC of the migrated vm, while M P KCdst
is the sum of MPKCs of all VMs on the destination host.
This simple linear model assumes that the Stall for each VM
on the destination host, dst, increases linearly as the increase
in MPKC (LLC miss rate) at the destination host, if vm were
moved from src to dst.
The increase in stall time for each individual VM, i, on
the destination host (from the linear model above) is
N ewStalli = Stalli ×

Stalli × M P KCvm
M P KCdst
The overall cost (performance degradation) on the destination host, in terms of time overhead, of migrating vm to dst is
calculated as the sum of the stall time increase of each VM:
X
Costdst =
DeltaStalli
DeltaStalli =

i∈dst

4.2.3

Benefit: Performance Improvement of vm

A similar linear model as the previous subsection can be
used to model the performance benefit experienced by the
migrated vm:
Stallvm × M P KCsrc
M P KCdst
M P KCsrc is the sum of the MPKCs of all VMs on the
source host. The migrated vm’s stall time reduces/increases
proportionally to the ratio of the source and destination’s
memory bandwidth demand (MPKC), using a linear model.
Benef itvm =

4.2.4

Benefit: Performance Improvement at src

The performance improvement experienced by the VMs remaining on the src host can be estimated as:
X Stallj × M P KCvm
Benef itsrc =
M P KCsrc
j∈src

Value

CPU overcommit threshold (CP UT hreshold )
Memory overcommit threshold (M EMT hreshold )
Memory bandwidth threshold (M BWT hreshold )
DRM scheduling interval (scheduling interval)
DRM sliding window size
Profiling interval (profiling interval)
Live migration timeout (live migration timeout)

90%
95%
60%
300 seconds
80 samples
5 seconds
30 seconds

6.

Evaluation

In this section, we present our major evaluation results.
First, we present the characteristics of workloads, namely,
memory bandwidth, LLC hit ratio and memory capacity
demand. Afterwards, we revisit our motivational example
(Section 2.3), demonstrating the resource utilization behavior and benefits with A-DRM. We then evaluate the effectiveness of A-DRM with a variety of workload combinations.
Finally, we present sensitivity to different algorithm parameters and summarize the lessons learned from our evaluations.

The Stall of the remaining VMs on the source host reduces proportionally to the memory bandwidth demand
(MPKC) of the migrated VM (vm), using our linear model.

5.

Parameter Name

Methodology

We conduct our experiments on a cluster of four homogeneous NUMA servers and a Network-Attached Storage
(NAS). All servers and the shared NAS are connected via
a 1 Gbps network. Each server is dual-socket with a 4-core
Intel Xeon L5630 (Westmere-EP). Each core has a 32KB
private L1 instruction cache, a 32KB private L1 data cache, a

6.1

Workload Characterization

Figure 5 and Figure 6 show the memory capacity demand,
memory bandwidth and LLC hit ratio for each workload
considered in this study (Note the CPU utilization for each
7

Table 2: Workloads
Suites
SPEC CPU2006

PARSEC 2.1

NAS Parallel Benchmark

Benchmarks (55 total)

Memory Intensity

bwaves, mcf, milc, leslie3d, soplex, GemsFDTD, libquantum, lbm (8 total)

memory-intensive

perlbench, bzip2, gcc, gamess, zeusmp, gromacs, cactusADM, namd, gobmk, dealII, provary,
calculix, hmmer, sjeng, h264ref, tonto, omnetpp, astar, sphinx3, xalancbmk (20 total)

memory-non-intensive

streamcluster (1 total)

memory-intensive

blackscholes, bodytrack, canneal, dedup, facesim, ferret, fluidanimate, swaptions, x264 (9 total)

memory-non-intensive

cg.B, cg.C, lu.C, sp.B, sp.C, ua.B, ua.C (7 total)

memory-intensive

bt.B, bt.C, ep.C ft.B, is.C, lu.B, mg.C (7 total)

memory-non-intensive

STREAM

STREAM (1 total)

memory-intensive

Microbenchmark

MemoryHog, CPUUtilization (2 total)

memory-non-intensive

Memory Capacity (MB)

VM is always above 95%, which is not shown in the figures). The reported values are measured when we run each
workload alone and pin the vCPU and memory to the same
socket. We make the following observations.
2000
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1600
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0

mg.C
blackscholes canneal
bodytrack
xalancbmk
x264
bt.C

GemsFDTD

mcf
cg.C
lbm

dedup
sphinx3
sjeng
astar
h264ref
tonto
hmmer
bzip2
calculix
povray

ft.B
omnetpp

bwaves

soplex

bt.B
memhog

cg.B

cactusADM
cpuutil is.C
gamess
gcc
zeusmp
fluidanimate
perlbenchdealII facesim
ferret
lu.B

low memory bandwidth exhibit a high LLC hit ratio (Figure 6). However, there exist cases where workloads consume very different amounts of memory bandwidth even
when they exhibit similar LLC hit ratios (e.g., leslie3d and
blackscholes). This is because the hit ratio only captures
what fraction of accesses hit in the cache, whereas the absolute number of requests to the shared memory hierarchy could be very different for different applications. Third,
when workloads that have high bandwidth requirements (often due to a low LLC hit ratio) are co-located on the same
host, they tend to interfere (as they both access memory
frequently), degrading performance significantly. To prevent
this contention, we need to consider memory bandwidth and
LLC usage behavior in making co-location decisions, as we
describe in Equation (1) and Section 4.2.

libquantum
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gobmk
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gromacs

stream
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Figure 5: Memory capacity vs. memory bandwidth consumption
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We revisit the example discussed in Section 2.3 and demonstrate the effectiveness of A-DRM on the workloads in the
example. Figure 7 shows the impact (over time), of applying A-DRM on our workloads. At the bottom, the evolution
of VM-to-host mappings is shown (labeled from A to D ).
There are two hosts and seven VMs on each host. Each VM
runs either the STREAM benchmark which is represented
as a rectangle with vertical lines (denoted as “H”, meaning
that it has high memory bandwidth demand) or the gromacs
benchmark which is represented as a rectangle with horizontal lines (denoted as “L”, meaning it has low memory bandwidth demand). The figure also shows the variation of the
total CPU utilization (CPU), memory capacity demand utilization (MEM) and memory bandwidth utilization (MBW)
(normalized to the total capacity of the host) on each of the
hosts, as time goes by. The timeline is labeled from 1 to 6 .
In the initial state (labeled as A ), we configure all VMs
(VM01-VM07) in Host A to run the STREAM benchmark,
while all VMs (VM08-VM14) in Host B run the gromacs
benchmark. Since STREAM has high memory bandwidth
demand, Host A becomes bandwidth-starved, while Host B
which executes gromacs (an application with low memory
bandwidth demand) has ample unused bandwidth. At the end
of the first scheduling interval (300 seconds, 1 ), A-DRM
detects that the memory bandwidth utilization of Host A is
above the M BWT hreshold (60%).

cg.C
cg.B

ferret
bt.C
sjeng dealII omnetpp
dedup bt.B

leslie3d

streamcluster
ua.B
ua.C

GemsFDTD

lu.Cmilc
bwaves
libquantum

A-DRM Case Study

stream

500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000
Memory Bandwidth (MB/s)

Figure 6: LLC hit ratio vs. memory bandwidth consumption

First, there is no strong correlation between memory capacity demand and memory bandwidth (Figure 5). For instance, the workloads STREAM and gromacs have similar memory capacity demand (around 400MB) while their
memory bandwidth requirements are quite different (memory bandwidth requirement of STREAM is 4.5 GB/s while
that of gromacs is 0.1 GB/s). There are more such pairs
(e.g., blackscholes vs. GemsFDTD, perlbench vs. facesim),
indicating that several workloads exhibit different memory
bandwidth requirements, while having similar memory capacity demand.2 Second, generally, workloads that consume
2 Similarly,

we observed no correlation between the memory bandwidth
demand and CPU utilization of a workload.
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Figure 8: IPC of VMs with A-DRM vs. Traditional DRM

VM07’s (which remains on Host A) performance (Figure 8c)
improves significantly (at 600 and 900 seconds).
A potential concern is that the VMs running gromacs may
experience performance degradation when co-located on the
same host as STREAM. However, Figure 8b and Figure 8d
show that VM08 , the VM migrated from Host B to Host A
and VM12, the VM remaining on Host B experience only a
slight drop in performance, since gromacs does not require
significant memory bandwidth.3 Therefore, we conclude that
by migrating VMs appropriately using online measurement
of microarchitecture-level resource usage, A-DRM alleviates
resource contention, achieving better performance for contended VMs. Furthermore, the cost-benefit analysis prevents
migrations that would not provide benefit.

Figure 7: A-DRM execution timeline

The architecture-aware DRM policy is then invoked.
Upon execution of the first phase of Algorithm 1, A-DRM
selects one VM on Host A, which provides the maximum
benefit based on our cost-benefit analysis and migrates it to
Host B. Then, upon execution of the second phase of the
algorithm, A-DRM selects a VM from Host B to re-balance
the CPU utilization between the two hosts. As a result of the
execution of both phases, the VM-to-host mapping changes,
as shown in B . Note that after time 2 , when this migration is completed, the memory bandwidth usage of Host B
increases due to the migrated VM.
Furthermore, it is important to note that while the bandwidth usage of Host B increases, the bandwidth usage of
Host A does not decrease even though gromacs has lower
memory-bandwidth usage than STREAM. This is because
the freed up memory bandwidth is used by the remaining
VMs. Hence, at the next scheduling point (600 seconds, 3 ),
A-DRM detects bandwidth contention and invokes the two
phases of the architecture-aware DRM policy and performs
another migration. The result is the VM-to-host mapping
in C . This process then repeats again at the 900 second
scheduling point ( 5 ), resulting in the VM-to-host mapping
in D . At this point, the memory bandwidth utilization of the
two hosts are similar. Hence, the cost-benefit analysis prevents A-DRM from migrating any further VMs, since there
is no benefit obtainable from such migrations.
Figure 8 shows the performance of four representative
VMs from this experiment. VM06 and VM08 are initially
located on Host A and Host B respectively. At the 300second scheduling point in Figure 7, VM06 is migrated from
Host A to Host B, while VM08 is migrated from Host B to
Host A. VM07 and VM12 remain on Host A and Host B
respectively and are not migrated.
Figure 8a presents the IPC for VM06, which runs
STREAM and has high memory bandwidth demand. After
migration (at 300 seconds), the IPC of VM06 increases significantly. At the 600-second scheduling point, VM06’s performance degrades since another VM is migrated from Host
A to Host B. As VMs are migrated away from Host A,

6.3

Performance Studies for Heterogeneous Workloads

Our evaluations until now have focused on a homogeneous
workload, to help better understand the insights behind ADRM. In a real virtualized cluster, however, there exist a variety of heterogeneous workloads, showing diverse resource
demands. In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of ADRM for such heterogeneous workloads.
Figure 9 presents the improvement in harmonic mean
of IPCs (across all VMs in a workload) for 30 workloads,
from our experiments on a 4-node cluster. We run 7 VMs on
each node, making up a total of 28 VMs. Each VM runs a
benchmark, which is selected randomly from Table 2. Each
workload iXnY-Z, consists of X VMs that run memoryintensive applications and Y VMs that run non-intensive
applications. We evaluate two different workloads for each
intensity composition, the number of which is denoted by
Z. For instance, i12n16-1 means that 12 VMs are memoryintensive and 16 VMs are memory-non-intensive (randomly
selected from Table 2), and this is the first workload with this
particular intensity composition.
We draw three main conclusions from Figure 9. First, ADRM improves performance by up to 26.55%, with an average improvement of 9.67% across all our 30 workloads,
compared to traditional DRM [34]. Second, A-DRM outperforms traditional DRM for all 30 workloads, indicating that
microarchitecture-level interference-awareness is an impor3 The

IPC of VM08 and VM12 drops for a brief period around 900 second
since we run gromacs repeatedly throughout the experiment and its first run
finishes at 900 seconds.
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Figure 9: IPC improvement compared to Traditional DRM for different workloads (top), and number of migrations (bottom)
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Figure 10: Weighted Speedup (top) and Maximum Slowdown (bottom) normalized to Traditional DRM for different workloads

tant factor to consider for effective virtualized cluster management. Third, A-DRM provides the highest improvements
when the number of memory-intensive and memory-nonintensive benchmarks is similar, since it is possible to derive
significant benefits from balancing demand for cache capacity and memory bandwidth effectively in such workloads.
Figure 9 also shows the number of migrations with ADRM. The number of migrations with traditional DRM is
zero, since the CPU/memory capacity utilization among the
four hosts are similar, as a result of which no migrations are
initiated. On the contrary, for A-DRM, this number ranges
from 2 to 14 (6 on average).
Figure 10 shows each workload’s weighted speedup
and maximum slowdown (experienced by any VM in a
workload) with A-DRM normalized to traditional DRM.
A-DRM’s average weighted speedup improvement is 3.4%
(maximum 6.7%). A-DRM reduces the maximum slowdown
by 13% (up to 48%). These results indicate that A-DRM
provides high performance benefits, while also ensuring that
VMs are not slowed down unfairly.

A-DRM enhances the memory bandwidth utilization by 17%
on average, compared to traditional DRM, while maintaining comparable CPU and memory capacity utilization.
6.4

Normalized Resource
Utilization
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Parameter Sensitivity

The performance of A-DRM can be affected by control
knobs such as the M BWT hreshold , live migration timeout,
and the sliding window size (see Section 4). To evaluate
the impact of these different parameters, we conduct several sensitivity studies with the workload we use in our case
study (Figure 7), composed of STREAM and gromacs (on a
two-node cluster).
Memory bandwidth threshold. Figures 12 and 13
show the performance and the number of migrations when
we vary the M BWT hreshold from 50% to 80%. When
M BWT hreshold is too small (50%), A-DRM identifies a host
as bandwidth-starved too often, thereby triggering too many
migrations, which can incur high overhead. On the contrary,
if M BWT hreshold is too large (> 60%), contention might
go undetected. In fact, we see that there are no migrations
when the M BWT hreshold is 70% or 80%. We see that an
M BWT hreshold of 60% achieves a good tradeoff.
Live migration timeout. Figure 14 shows how the live
migration timeout parameter affects A-DRM. We vary the
parameter from 5 to 60 seconds. When it is too small,
the migration essentially defaults to a stop and copy technique [35], causing very long downtime. On the other hand,
when it is too large, the tracking and transferring of modified pages could consume significant resources, which ag-

MBW

Figure 11: Cluster-wide resource utilization

Figure 11 shows the cluster-wide utilization of CPU,
memory capacity and memory bandwidth. We observe that
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Detecting Per-Socket Contention

While analyzing these results, we were curious to
observe what would happen if we turned off the
NUMA AUTO BALANCING feature and instead, detected
contention at a per-socket level and initiate migrations even
when a single socket on a host is contended (rather than all
sockets contended). Figure 17 presents results from this experiment.
Comparing Figure 17 with Figure 16 shows that when
we detect and respond to socket level interference (while
turning off NUMA AUTO BALANCING), we achieve better IPC improvement than using just host-level migration. As
the number of VMs that run intensive workload increases,
the on-chip resources such as LLC and memory controller
become greater bottlenecks and socket-level microarchitectural resource contention detection and appropriate VM migration is able to effectively mitigate this interference. We
still need to address some issues such as migration cost for
socket-level migration and interactions between the hypervisor’s NUMA-aware mechanisms and VM migration. We will
investigate these issues further as part of our future work.
Another key lesson we learn from this study is that the
contention at the inter-socket interconnection network (such
as QPI [33] in our system) is not very high. During the
initial stages of designing A-DRM, we considered the interconnect as one of the contended resources. However,
when we measured the QPI traffic, it was always low and
hardly ever contended. On analyzing this further, we see that
the NUMA AUTO BALANCING feature provided by the
Linux kernel tries to reduce the remote memory accesses by
employing appropriate vCPU scheduling and page migration
mechanisms, leading to low interconnect traffic.
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DRM provides the highest benefits for workloads that have
a mix of both memory-intensive and memory-non-intensive
applications.
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gravates the interference problem. We use a live migration
timeout of 30 seconds that balances these two factors.
Sliding window size. Figure 15 shows the performance
when we set the size of the sliding window to 20, 40, 60 and
80 samples respectively. The sliding window mechanism is
applied to get smooth moving average values of the profiled
metrics. If the size of the sliding window is too small, the
moving average of the profiled data will be sharp, causing
spurious changes to trigger A-DRM to migrate VMs. On
the contrary, if the size of the sliding window is too large,
the moving average will change slowly, resulting in A-DRM
being less adaptive. We see that a value of 80 provides good
performance.

Sensitivity to Workload Intensity

Figure 16 shows the IPC improvement when we vary the
memory intensity of the workload. Specifically, we use
the same benchmarks and the same two-node cluster used
in Figure 7, but change the number of VMs that run the
memory-intensive workload. Note that in Figure 7, we only
conduct experiments for the i07n07 case.
This figure shows that when the number of memoryintensive VMs in a workload is less than 5, A-DRM hardly
performs any migrations, achieving similar performance as
traditional DRM. When the number of memory-intensive
VMs ranges from 5 to 10, A-DRM performs a number of
migrations and improves performance significantly. When
the number of memory-intensive VMs increases beyond 10,
there are very few migrations. Upon further investigation,
we discovered the reason for this behavior. Our experimental
host has two sockets and each socket has 4-cores, its own onchip memory controller and local memory (8GB DRAM).
Hence, when the number of VMs running memory-intensive
applications is smaller than or equal to 4, the socket-level migration (enabled by the NUMA AUTO BALANCING feature in the Linux kernel) places each memory-intensive VM
on a different socket. Therefore, A-DRM does not need to
do any migrations. On the contrary, when the number of
memory-intensive VMs is larger than 10, all sockets/hosts
are similarly congested, which does not offer opportunity for
A-DRM to kick in and migrate VMs. We conclude that A-

7.

Related Work

Our work tackles the problem of virtual machine management in a cluster. We have already compared qualitatively
and quantitatively to traditional distributed resource management (DRM) schemes (e.g., [31, 34, 72]) that take into
account only OS-level metrics such as CPU and memory capacity utilization in making VM-to-host mapping decisions,
showing that our proposed A-DRM scheme provides significant performance benefits over them.
DRM schemes. To our knowledge, there are few previous works on distributed resource management in a cluster
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scheduling [39, 41, 42, 48, 50, 51, 63, 64], cache partitioning [36, 40, 57, 65, 73], page coloring [14, 44] and source
throttling [13, 20, 38, 54, 55]. These works likely enable
more efficient VM consolidation as they enable more efficient and controllable utilization of the memory system, and
therefore are complementary to our proposal.

that are aware of microarchitecture-level interference. One
work by Ahn et al. [8] explores this direction by simply sorting all the VMs in a cluster by last level cache misses, and
remapping the VMs to minimize the number of LLC misses
cluster-wide. Our proposed A-DRM scheme is more comprehensive with a detailed cost-benefit analysis, taking into account both memory bandwidth utilization and cache misses.
Various DRM polices have been proposed to manage a
virtualized cluster [31, 34, 72]. Wood et al. [72] propose
to use CPU, memory and network utilization to detect hot
spots and migrate VMs. Isci et al. [34] propose an accurate
method to estimate the runtime CPU demand of a workload. Based on this, they design a dynamic resource management policy that consolidates the VMs on under-utilized
hosts to other hosts to save energy. VMware DRS [31] is
a commercial product that enables automated management
of virtualized hosts. DRS constructs a CPU and memory resource pool tree, and estimates the CPU and active memory
demand of each VM, each host and each pool. After this
estimation phase, a top-down phase is invoked where each
child’s resource requirement and allocation is checked and
maintained. DRS uses an aggressive load balancing policy
that minimizes the standard deviation of all hosts’ CPU and
memory utilization. However, unlike A-DRM, none of these
schemes are aware of the underlying microarchitecture-level
shared resource contention.
Mitigating
microarchitecture-level
interference
through task and data mapping. Several research efforts
have developed task and data migration mechanisms within
a host, that take into account microarchitecture-level interference [9, 10, 18, 19, 24, 46, 49, 52, 67, 68, 70, 71, 74, 76].
Tang et al. [66] develop an adaptive approach to achieve
good thread-to-core mapping in a data center such that
threads that interfere less with each other are co-located.
Blagodurov et al. [12] observe that contention-aware algorithms designed for UMA systems may hurt performance on
NUMA systems. To address this problem, they present new
contention management algorithms for NUMA systems.
Rao et al. [59, 60] observe that the penalty to access
the uncore memory subsystem is an effective metric to
predict program performance in NUMA multicore systems.
Liu et al. [45] observe the impact of architecture-level
resource interference on cloud workload consolidation and
incorporate NUMA access overhead into the hypervisor’s
virtual machine memory allocation and page fault handling
routines.
While all these works seek to tune performance within a
single node, we focus on a cluster of servers in a virtualized environment. In such a virtualized cluster setting, VM
migration across hosts and DRM schemes that are aware
of microarchitecture-level interference enable the ability to
mitigate interference that cannot be mitigated by migrating
VMs within a single host.
Other approaches to mitigate microarchitecture-level
interference. Other approaches have been proposed to
mitigate microarchitecture-level interference. Some examples of such approaches are interference-aware memory

8.

Conclusion

We present the design and implementation of A-DRM,
which, to our knowledge, is the first distributed resource
management (DRM) scheme that is aware of and that mitigates microarchitecture-level interference via VM migration. Unlike traditional DRM schemes that operate solely
based on operating-system-level metrics, A-DRM monitors
the microarchitecture-level resource usage (in particular,
memory bandwidth and shared last level cache capacity usage) of each virtualized host via an on-chip resource profiler,
in addition to operating-system-level metrics like CPU and
memory capacity utilization. A-DRM then performs a costbenefit analysis to determine which VMs should be mapped
to which hosts and achieves the new mapping through VM
migration.
We implement A-DRM on a KVM and QEMU platform.
Our extensive evaluations show that A-DRM can enhance the
performance of virtual machines by up to 26.55% (average
of 9.67%), under various microarchitecture interference levels, compared to a traditional DRM scheme that is not aware
of microarchitecture-level interference [31, 34, 72]. A-DRM
also improves the average cluster-wide memory bandwidth
utilization by 17% (up to 36%).
Our work demonstrates a promising path to achieve
substantial improvements through microarchitecturalinterference-aware distributed resource management for
virtualized clusters. Our results show that being aware
of microarchitecture-level shared resource usage can
enable our A-DRM scheme to make more effective
migration decisions, thus improving performance and
microarchitecture-level resource utilization significantly.
We propose to explore more sources of microarchitectural
interference (e.g., interconnect bandwidth [16–18, 25, 26])
to further improve performance and resource utilization in
virtualized clusters, as part of future work.
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